July 19th Meeting Agenda / Notes

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: https://UCOP.zoom.us/j/236485718

Or Telephone:
Dial: +1 408 638 0968 (US Toll)
Meeting ID: 236 485 718

Notetaker: UCSB

Agenda:

1. Roll Call
   - UC Berkeley – Susan Koskinen
   - UC Berkeley – Rachael Samberg
   - UC Berkeley – Samantha Teplitzky
   - UC Davis – Amy Studer
   - UC Davis - Mike Wolfe
   - UC Irvine – Mitchell Brown
   - UC Irvine – Shu Liu
   - UC Los Angeles – Jennifer Chan
   - UC Los Angeles – Marty Brennan (co-Chair)
   - UC Merced – Donald Barclay
   - UC Riverside – Rhonda Neugebauer
   - UC San Diego – Mary Linn Bergstrom
   - UC San Diego – Bethany Harris
   - UC San Diego - Allegra Swift
   - UC San Francisco – Anneliese Taylor
   - UC Santa Cruz – Christy Hightower
   - UC Santa Barbara – Sherri Barnes
   - CDL – Katie Fortney (co-Chair)
   - CDL – Monica Westin
   - CDL – Mat Willmott

2. Announcements/administrivia

   Sherri Barnes and Kyra Folk-Farber (chair of Copy Advisory Committee and Music Librarian) plan to attend the FORCE11@UCSD Institute. Is anyone else attending?
   - Yes - Marty Brennan from UCLA will be there!
   - Allegra Swift and other UCSD librarians. Allegra has an AM2 workshop Friday, and is on the planning committee; casual event, with beach party planned

   The recording of Janneke Adema’s (Coventry University) talk at UCSB, Academia.edu & Self-Branding: The Metricisation of Scholars and Scholarly Networks is available online.

   Katie Fortney’s been co-chair for two years now, as of this month. Meanwhile, we just brought Marty on board. Anybody interested in taking over, and should we leave ourselves a note to rotate someone off in 2018 so we can go back to staggering terms better? No volunteers, but people are encouraged to step forward; light duty, including running meeting and pulling together meeting information, with some input into agenda. ACTION: Katie will post co-chair opportunity to the email list so all are aware.

3. Deep-Dive topics

   Marty plans to recruit folks at FORCE11 Institute to join us for deep dive topics.

   Our deep dive topic for the month is collaborative writing tools:

   UCSF collaborative writing tools vendor fair next week, Wednesday, July 26 at 3:30 pm. Vendors include: Overleaf, Authorea, F1000 Workspace, Google Docs, Mendeley, RefWorks, GitHub, and Center for Open Science Framework. UCSF is not looking at institutional licensing at this point, but are aiming to help researchers learn about their options and get feedback on tool preferences. There will be lightning talks by either the vendor or a user, followed by a reception with tables for the vendors and food and drink for networking. The lightning talks will be livestreamed and recorded from this link.
UCLA one-year Authorea pilot coming to an end; plans to collect and analyze data.

UCB update, three-year pilots of Overleaf, Mendeley, and ShareLaTeX; wants to know who is using premi features, not included in the usage stats vendor provide.

UCSC - how the Library acts as a referral; what are people using; how does the Library fit into other aspects of the schol comm lifecycle?

Potential deep dive topics:

- How to reach the HSS folks, outside the sciences? (Katie)
- Promoting preprint servers (Christy)
- Unpaywall and SCHub as options to ILL due to turnaround time (Christy). OA button has improved since the launch of Unpaywall, the plug-in widget.
- eScholarship redesign beta presentation; ACTION: Monica to present, with Justin - August 16 CKG meeting (15 minutes)

4. Other topics

- Direction and Oversight Committee (DOC) Webinar in August. From Sarah Troy of UCSC: “I am interested in hosting a Zoom webinar, perhaps in August (although that is negotiable), highlighting work being done by the CKGs. In terms of format, I could do a brief introduction about CKGs in general. Then, depending on the level of interest in participating, we could do about 10-15 minutes per CKG. If you are interested in participating, please let me know by end of day Monday, 7/31”
- What would we want to highlight should we participate? An overview of the CKG and what we do. Marti and Katie to participate and seek more feedback about the purpose from Sarah.
- Systemwide Event for OA Week? From Donald Barclay of Merced:
  
  I have been thinking about local campus events for OA Week, and it occurred to me that we could, if there is interest, use Zoom to do a Systemwide OA Week event to which we invite any interested UC folks (students, faculty, staff). Without getting into any details of what the topic would be, the format could be one hour that is a mixture of an expert or three talking about OA, questions, discussion, etc. For example, our experts might include a faculty member, a library person, and a graduate student. Or some other combo. Possibly a panel discussion.
  
  Logistics:
  
  - Individuals could join via Zoom, but each campus could also have a local viewing center to which faculty, students, or staff could come to watch and participate.
  - Each campus could promote the event locally and possibly follow up with a related local event.
  - The Zoom event could be recorded for asynchronous viewing.

  I’ve already gotten too far into the details. The real question is, “Is there any interest in doing a systemwide event for OA Week?” Yes? No? Meh?

  Is there interest? UCSB doesn’t have the capacity beyond what is already in the works locally, one event.; UCLA doesn’t see how it would work for them with what is already planned; technical and linguistically complex. Are there campuses that don’t have Zoom accounts? UCSF would cater this event more to library staff depending on the topic/presenter, since a webcast doesn’t attract an audience. UCLA will consider creating a zoom record of the event they end up planning.

- Related to OA week (from Katie): we tend to have an easier time with OA outreach in the sciences, and struggle with serving the humanities and social sciences. As we start to think about OA week, can anyone share success stories, or new insights, about these audiences?

5. Updates from crossover groups if applicable

a. OSC: A subgroup will be revisiting OSC’s scope/operations documents, which haven’t been substantially revised since their initial creation in 2013-2014. The OSC site, aside from some of the OA policy content and the blog, is of a similar vintage and will also be reviewed with an eye towards a refresh - aiming for this fall. Not a new look yet, but better organization, and expanding/removing content based on usage.

b. Data: finished review of charter, open to non-UC people.

c. STAR Team: OLH review sent to SCLG, awaiting results.

d. CDL: On August 1st we will be releasing a beta version of the new eScholarship site for some UX testing, with a targeted full release set for October of this year. Justin and Monica will be contacting all eScholarship series/unit administrators and journal editors in mid to late August for webinar trainings on the new administrator tools. Monica is happy to give a preview tour/demo of the redesigned eScholarship beta site on our next CKG call, and thank you to everyone for your input earlier this year! A “private beta release,” which may or may not be a public site. ACTION: Monica to find out if Beta test is public.

6. Round-robin update

a. UCB - Berkeley OA Week events in the works include sessions on “Dissertations & Copyright,” “Increasing and monitoring Scholarly Impact,” and “Understanding the (Changing) Realm of Peer Review.”

b. UCD - absent

c. UCI - absent

d. UCLA - 1) our Schol Comm Steering Committee (SCSC) is working on an event for our library staff on August 9th entitled “Scholarly Communication Showcase.” We will offer an overview of SCSC and its activities, present introductions to key tools and resources such as Authorea and the Open Science Framework, ORCID and introduce a survey of library staff designed to gauge their interest/need in copyright training and SC services; an hour of structured content, then informal time 2) We are planning a few events for OA week, including sessions on the Open Science Framework and an update on our Affordable Course Materials Initiative

e. UCM - absent

f. UCR - The UCR reference/instruction/research librarians (10 individuals in two libraries) are in the midst of a re-organization that will eventually place open access and scholarly communication initiative duties on the job description of each librarian from those
departments. [ACTION: Sherri to share copy of UCSB collman statements and duties with schol comm responsibilities.] Science librarians will perform new roles as Digital Scholarship librarian; Open Research librarian; Data Librarian; GIS librarian; and Creat'R Lab and Maker Services librarian. Rivera Reference librarians will become Arts & Humanities Teaching & Learning (T&L) Librarian; Social Sciences & Area Studies T&L Librarian; STEM T&L Librarian; Early Experience T&L Librarian; University Programs T&L Librarian. Collection development librarians will become Collection Strategist for the Arts & Humanities; Collection Strategist for the Social Sciences & Area Studies; and Collection Strategist for Science, Technology, Engineering and Math. We just started discussing these plans in mid-June, with the changes to happen by the fall quarter kickoff after individuals apply for those positions.

g. UCSB - 1) The Winter-Spring 2017 Arnhold-punctum Publishing lab, which launched Brainstorm Books, a literature and the mind imprint of OA academic publisher, punctum books, and hosted in the Library’s Interdisciplinary Research Collaboratory, has received two additional English Department grants to fund Winter-Spring and Summer-Fall 2018 labs. More details about the Lab are in the Spring 2017 faculty newsletter, The Lens. 2) A quick start guide for delegates was recently developed and sent to delegates for feedback. 3) Approval was given to establish a pilot project to dedicate personnel to assisting faculty with managing publications covered by the OA Policy, in particular adding OA URLs. 3) OA Week plans are underway for an OA Book and journal editors party for faculty and students who have published OA books or are editors (chief, managing, board members, etc.) of OA journals. Tentative program plans are brief comments by honorees, followed by a Q&A, and a reception.

h. UCSC - Trained students to do publication management and was more time consuming than anticipated.

i. UCSD - Examining current SCWG focus, membership, goals; proposing adjustments. Participating on Geisel Library Revitalization Initiative (GLR) New Spaces subgroup for Digital Scholarship. Developing OA Week event on collaboration with a few other departments in the library, specifics later.

j. UCSF Scientific Writing & Citing Tools Vendor Fair next Wednesday, July 26: http://calendars.library.ucsf.edu/event/3347843. The lightning talks will be recorded and live streamed. The link will be added to the event page the day before.

ACTION ITEMS

- Katie will post co-chair opportunity to the email list so all are aware.
- Sherri to share, with UCR, copy of UCSB collman general statement and duties and responsibilities, which include schol comm.
- Monica to present eScholarship redesign beta, with Justin, at August 16 CKG meeting deep dive segment (15 minutes)